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A spectroscopic rotating polarizeranalyzer ellipsometer in which the polarizer and the analyzer rotate in
opposite directions at the same speed and with a xed retarder is proposed and investigated theoretically. The
xed phase retarder is introduced after the rotating polarizer to signicantly reduce the percent error in the optical
parameters.
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1. Introduction

Ellipsometry have been widely used in thin lm characterization. It has proven to be an extremely powerful tool to study the optical properties of materials with
high optical data precision in measurement. Continuous eorts are conducted to develop dierent theoretical models and experimental ellipsometric techniques.
Among the various congurations of spectroscopic ellipsometers (RPAEs), the model often used is the rotating
analyzer ellipsometer [1]. Rotating polarizeranalyzer ellipsometers in which the polarizer and the analyzer rotate
with dierent speed ratios were proposed and constructed
[26]. In this work, a spectroscopic RPAE with a xed retarder with retardance δ is proposed. Hypothetical noise
is assumed to be imposed on the signal received by the
detector. The eect of the phase retarder in reducing the
percent error in the optical constants extracted from the
ellipsometric parameters is shown.
2. Theory

An ellipsometer measures two angles ψ and ∆: ψ is the
angle whose tangent is the ratio of the magnitudes of the
reection coecients and ∆ is the change in the phase differences that occurs upon reection, i.e. tan ψ = |rp |/|rs |,
and ∆ = δp − δs , where rp and rs are the Fresnel reection coecients and δp and δs are the phase shifts
upon reection for Ep and Es components. The fundamental ellipsometric equation is conventionally written
as ρ = rp /rs = tan(ψ) exp( i∆).
The proposed RPAE comprises a light source, a xed
polarizer with an azimuth angle θ, a polarizer rotating
at an angular speed ω , a xed phase retarder, a sample, an analyzer rotating at ω , and a detector. The two
rotating elements are assumed to rotate in opposite directions. The fast axis of the retarder makes an angle
with respect to the plane of incidence. If ε and σ are the
azimuth angles of the rotating polarizer and the rotating
analyzer at t = 0, respectively, the azimuth angles of the
rotating polarizer (P ) and the rotating analyzer (A) at
any time are given by P = ωt + ε and A = −ωt + σ .
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Theory of the Fourier ellipsometry is usually formulated
in terms of Jones-matrix formalism. The transformation of polarization states by optical elements can be described by the 2 × 2 Jones matrix. The matrix for the
xed polarizer, rotating polarizer, xed phase retarder,
sample, and rotating analyzer can be found in Ref. [7].
The intensity received by the detector can be obtained
in terms of these matrices
which has the
P3
P3 Fourier transform I(t) = a0 + n=1 an cos 2nωt + n=1 bn sin 2nωt,
where a0 , an , and bn are the Fourier coecients. When
the azimuth angles θ, ε, σ , and β are set to zero, the
coecients bn vanish. The nonzero Fourier coecients
(a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 ) can be written in terms of |rp |, |rs |, δ ,
and ∆ from which the ellipsometric parameters can be
obtained. Three Fourier coecients are needed to write
ψ and ∆. Excluding the dc term (a0 ), we have three coecients from which the ellipsometric parameters ψ and
∆ can be determined
as
√
a1 + a3
tan ψ = √
,
a1 − 4a2 + 9a3

a1 − 2a2 − 3a3
.
cos(∆ − δ) = p
(a1 + a3 )(a1 − 4a2 + 9a3 )

(1)

3. Numerical results

In our calculations, we assume an incidence angle
θ0 = 70◦ . One interface separating a semi-innite air
layer as an ambient and a bulk c-Si material is considered.
A zero order retarder exhibits the dispersion of MgF2 ,
where 90◦ retardance is assumed. The Fresnel complex
reection coecients rp and rs for p and s light components of such a structure are calculated. Simulated light
signals are generated based on the intensity obtained in
terms of the Jones matrices. The Fourier transform of
the generated signal was taken to extract the coecients
a0 through a3 . Equations (1) are then used to calculate
ψ and ∆ in the photon energy range 1.54.8 eV. These
values of the ellipsometric parameters correspond to the
clean signal without considering any noise. In practical situations, random uctuations in the recorded signal
appear due to the noise from many sources. In order to
simulate practical situations, noise was generated using
MathCAD code and was superimposed on the clean signal according to the following equation:

(183)
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Inoise = (rnd(c) − c/2)I + (rnd(e) − e/2)
+ 0.0001Imax ,
(2)
where MathCAD's rnd(c) function generates noise in the
range from 0 to c and rnd(e) function generates noise in
the range from 0 to e. This noise is added to the pure signal. The Fourier transform of the noisy signal is taken to
extract the new coecients a0 through a3 in the presence
of the noise. Equations (1) are used again to calculate the
ellipsometric parameters ψ and ∆ for the noisy signal in
the same photon energy range. The refractive index (n)
and the extinction factor (k ) of c-Si are now calculated
from the noisy ψ and ∆ parameters.

Fig. 1. Percent error in (a) the refractive index and (b)
the extinction factor of c-Si as a function of energy for
the ellipsometric structure with (lines) and without a
retarder (points).

ence and absence of the retarder with a preference to the
structure comprising the retarder. The preference of the
structure including the retarder can be seen obviously in
Fig. 2b. Due to the small value of the extinction factor k
in the low energy regime (1.52.5 eV), the percent error
in it is very high for the structure without the retarder.
It approaches ≈ 270% at some points. This error can be
drastically reduced with the introduction of a retarder
between the rotating polarizer and the sample. The percent error ranges between ±2% for the structure containing the retarder which is ignorable compared with that
of the other conguration.
In practical situations, alignment of the optical elements with respect to the plane of incidence is not easy.
Azimuthal misalignment of optical elements is one of the
usual sources of systematic errors. Thus, it is important
for the present work to study the eect of misalignment
of these optical elements. Figure 2a shows the percent
error in n as a function of the misalignment of the xed
polarizer azimuth angle θ, the rotating polarizer azimuth
angle ε, the rotating analyzer azimuth angle σ , and the
xed retarder azimuth angle β successively varied from
−0.2◦ to 0.2◦ in steps of 0.01◦ while keeping the three
other variables equal to zero. As can be seen from the
gure, the impact of these errors on n is not signicant
for small misalignment. The gure also reveals that the
error due to misalignment of the azimuth angle ε has almost the lowest impact. Figure 2b is exactly similar to
Fig. 2a but it investigates the percent error in k . It also
reveals that the error in k due to the error in alignment
of all optical components is not signicant.
4. Conclusion

Rotating polarizeranalyzer ellipsometer with a speed
ratio 1:1 and a xed retarder has been proposed and
investigated. It was applied to bulk c-Si sample. The
percent error in the calculated optical parameters of c-Si
has been obtained for the proposed structure with and
without a xed retarder. It was clearly shown that this
error is considerably reduced in the presence of the xed
retarder. Moreover, it was shown that small misalignment of optical elements does not have a great impact on
the results.
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